
Contracts - Case List

PRINCIPLE RATIO CASE DESCRIPTION CITATION

Effect of a 
signature

Signature is binding L'estrange purchased cigarette vending machine by signing "Sales Agreement" containing the printed 
terms. Signature is binding, whether or not the signor has read or understood the terms.

L’Estrange v 
Graucob 

Effect of a 
signature

Willingness to be 
bound

Subsidiary of flu vaccine distributor completed and signed without reading the terms on a Credit 
Application form which stated 'please read conditions of contract over leaf prior to signing.'  

Toll v Alphapharm 

Exceptions Misrepresentation Laundry assistant asked for Curtis' signature and explained it was an exemption for specified risks of 
damage to sequins and beads; but actually applied to any damage. Misrepresentation by words or 
conduct

Curtis v Chemical 
Cleaning

Exceptions Non-contractual 
documents 

Receipt signed; not generally a contractual document. 
Non-contractual documents: timesheet, receipt; voucher; delivery docket; goods received note

Curtis v Chemical 
Cleaning

Incorporation of 
terms by notice

Timing Passenger given 'exchange order' for exchange for ticket upon boarding a cruise ship; insufficient 
notice for passenger boarding vessel to read and accept conditions. Must be available before 
contract made 

Oceanic Sun Line 
Shipping v Fay

Incorporation of 
terms by notice

Knowledge or 
notice

Carrier had not done all that was reasonably necessary to bring the exemption clause to the 
passengers notice at the time contract was made; requires actual knowledge or reasonable notice.

Oceanic Sun Line 
Shipping v Fay

Reasonable 
notice

Likely to come to 
the attention 

Customer entered car park and received a ticked stating small print that ticket is subject to conditions 
displayed on premises; relevant conditions were not visibly displayed form the entrance. 

Conditions displayed in carpark not clearly visible, sufficient notice if printed in red ink with a red 
hand pointing to it

Thornton v Shoe 
Lane Parking

Reasonable 
notice

Mere presentation 
of  sufficient 
(contractual 
document)

Contract for carriage of goods by sea normally binding by conditions on bill of lading; even if not read 
or understood. 

Bill of lading - standard contractual document used in such transactions; a reasonable person would 
expect that a delivered or displayed document contains terms of the contract

Parker v South 
Eastern Railway 
Co.

Reasonable 
notice

Reasonable steps 
to bring terms to the 
notice 
(non-contractual)

Husband took wife's dress for dry cleaning. Dress was damaged when collected. Defendants sought to 
avoid liability by relying on exemption clause on docket handed when leaving. 

Husband reasonably understood to be a voucher for collecting goods. Non-contractual document is 
not understood to contain conditions. 

Causer v Brown

Reasonable 
notice

Reasonableness 
depends on the 
circumstances

Photographic transparencies delivered overdue; conditions for return by due date and substantially 
large holding fee incurred. 

Reasonable notice required to incorporate delivered or displayed terms depends on type of contract, 
nature of terms and surrounding circumstances

Interfoto v Stiletto 

Unusual terms Extra effort Deposit paid for holiday cruise; booking form stated conditions on printed tickets available at shipping 
company office. Tickets issued two days prior to departure.

Party seeking to incorporate must take extra efforts for unusual / onerous terms to give notice such 
as will fairly and reasonably bring to attention of other party. 

Baltic Shipping v 
Dillon

Unusual terms Proportionality Printed in red ink on document face with red hand pointing.

Prominence of notice must be proportionate to unusual nature of the term. When terms 
contained in ticket were available at office prior to ticket issuance, extra efforts required.

J Spurling v 
Bradshaw

Uniform Uniform Consistent over course of conduct - uniform McCutcheon v 
David MacBrayne

Regular course 
of conduct

Regular Passenger travelled by ferry many times and paid; ferry company's private wharf has a notice board 
displaying the conditions. Robertson must have known of the terms upon which the ferry company 
conducted its business.

History of dealings + evidence of assent to terms on previous occasions: Terms incorporated 
based on course of dealings, even if not expressly noted on this occasion. 

Balmain New 
Ferry v Robertson

EXPRESS TERMS

SIGNED CONTRACTS

UNSIGNED CONTRACTS

WRITTEN AGREEMENTS & EFFECT OF A SIGNATURE

INCORPORATION BY NOTICE

INCORPORATION BY A COURSE OF DEALINGS
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PRINCIPLE RATIO CASE DESCRIPTION CITATION
Contractual 
document

Contractual 
document

Fishing boat on a trailer, the bridge too low, and the exclusion clause on the back of a cart note. 

Document must be contractual from previous transactions; not a mere receipt or docket.  

Rinaldi v 
Precision 
Mouldings 
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PRINCIPLE RATIO CASE DESCRIPTION CITATION
Contractual 
document

Contractual 
document

Agreement by telephone to transport machinery but damaged in transit. Unsuccessful attempt to rely 
on clause in delivery docket.

Non-contractual document: 
a) Plaintiff had no knowledge of term; 
b) Document presented for signature after contract performed; 
c) Mere acknowledgement of delivery of goods.

D J Hill v Walter H 
Wright

Objective 
intention

Objective intention 
determines whether 
term is promissory

Seller offer car as trade-in from Oscar Chess; believing it to be a 1948 model; registration book 
fraudulently entered. Both parties were mistaken - contract rescinded in equity. 

Objectively, both parties intended that term as a promise which formed part of their enforceable 
agreements

Words: 
a) Believe - no warranty; mere representation
b) Agree, Guarantee or Warrant - warranty, contractual, promissory

Oscar Chess v 
Williams 

Relevant factors Significance or 
existence of formal 
written contract

Parties executed a written loan contract. Borrowers argued transaction was governed by earlier oral 
agreement on different terms. 

Investors defaulted on loan agreements from lender related to promotor. Money lent for subscription 
and interest paid in advance. Investors asserted that earlier loan agreements had limited recourse to 
prepaid interest.  

No admission of statements in negotiations; written agreement binding. 

Equuscorp v 
Glengallan

Relevant factors Language used Purchaser of motor boat sued supplier in respect of statement made by seller in a letter that 
"estimated speed" was 15mph. Written record of contract did not contain any reference to boat's 
capacity to achieve speed. Boat did not compliant with estimated speed. 

Actual words used: Objectively, statement about "estimated speed" was a mere representation; 
not promise. 

JJ Savage v 
Blakney

Relevant factors Relevant expertise 
of parties

Two car dealers; dealer was in a position to know the history of the car, no reasonable foundation for 
innocent misrepresentation. Found there was a warranty. 

Statements made between two experienced parties less likely to be promissory than a statement 
made to an inexperience party.

Dick Bentley 
Productions v 
Harold Smith 
Motors

Relevant factors Importance of 
statement

Purchaser of house asked about white ants immediately before signing the written contract for sale. 
Vendor assured purchaser there were none. 

Incorporated as term of contract - intended to be part and parcel of the contract

Van den Esschert 
v Chappel

Parol evidence 
rule

Agreement wholly in 
writing

Contract for advertising on SRA owned property. Written contract granted SRA power to terminate 
contract any  time with one month's notice. Oral statements made where SRA representative noted 
the standard form contract; and made it plain he had no authority to change any conditions. 

Agreement was wholly in writing.
a) Agreement appears on its face to be a complete agreement
b) Exclusive repository of the bargain 
c) Agreement in fact contains all basic terms for relationship to be effectively executed (eg. price, 
specifications, date, warranties)

Parties' objective intention to be bound by statements in negotiations (oral or written).  As agreement 
was wholly in writing, PER applies. Therefore, only terms in written contract are binding. 

Parol evidence rule - extrinsic evidence excluded that subtracts from, adds to, varies or 
contradicts terms of written document. Does not exclude extrinsic evidence of oral conversations to 
assess the nature of contract. 

SRA v Health 
Outdoor 

Parol evidence 
rule

Agreement partly in 
writing / partly oral

If agreement not wholly in writing, PER does not apply. Determine whether, objectively, parties 
intended the relevant statement as a promise which formed part of their contract

SRA v Health 
Outdoor 

Collateral 
contract

Inducement to entry 
to main contract

Promise connected to but independent of the main contract. Promise of collateral contract in return 
for entry into the main contract

Heilbut v 
Buckleton

EXCEPTIONS TO PAROL EVIDENCE RULE

STATEMENTS MADE IN NEGOTIATIONS
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PRINCIPLE RATIO CASE DESCRIPTION CITATION
Collateral 
contract

Consistency with 
main contract

Written lease provided that lessor might at any time terminate the leave by giving 4-weeks notice in 
writing. When given notice, lessee alleged lessor agreed not to give such notice except in certain 
circumstances. 

Inconsistency with main contract - no collateral contract. Collateral contract must not alter 
provisions of main contract - supplementary only

Hoyts v Spencer 

Collateral 
contract

Subject matter not 
normally found in 
main contract

Promise of parks being built to induce purchasers; not contradictory. 

Burden of proof is eased when subject matter not normally found in main contract

Sheppard v 
Municipality of 
Ryde 

Estoppel Promissory 
estoppel (pre-
contractual 
promises)

Two brothers owned houses next door to each other. One brother made statement to induce contract 
with a developer for a JV with his brother. 

PER exception where promissory estoppel applied to stopped Brother #1 to enforce contract for sale 
on basis that the statement made to induce execution of main contract.
- Representation made - to induce entry into main contract
- Party relied on representation to their detriment by acting on reliance of the statement.

Saleh v 
Romanous

Trade usage Trade or industry 
language

Contract for lease of rural land obliged lessors to "push and stack" timber on land. 

Where parties used language in written record of contract has special meaning in particular trade or 
industry - extrinsic evidence admissible. Trade meaning must be 'well-known, uniform and 
certain'.

Appleby v Pursell

Construction of 
express terms

Extrinsic evidence 
admissible

True rule that evidence of surrounding circumstances admissible to assist interpretation of 
contract if language is ambiguous or susceptible of more than one meaning.

Two interpretations:
1) Admissible - only if  language is ambiguous
2) Admissible - no ambiguity but cannot be used to improve or contradict contract when it has a 
plain meaning; cannot be used to establish subjective intention of parties.

Extrinsic evidence definitely inadmissible:
1) To contradict language of contract when it has a plain meaning
2) To establish subjective intentions of parties, even if those intentions are shared by both parties.
(except where parties have in fact refused to include in the contract a provision which would give effect 
to the presumed intention of persons in their position. 

Codelfa v State 
Rail Authority 
(Mason J)

Construction of 
express terms

Process of 
construction 

Domain Trust entered 50 year lease with Sydney Council. Clause provided lessor to determine rent by 
reference to "any additional costs incurred for rented area; inc. construction, operation and 
maintenance  of parking station by lessee". Lessor increased rent significantly according to 
commercial market rate. 

Taking a flexible approach, the term was ambiguous; therefore consider surrounding 
circumstances to construe meaning of "additional costs":
a) Two public authorities - dedicated to public recreation
b) Purpose of contract - provision of parking station without disturbing availability of surface area; no 
commercial profit for one authority at expense of another
c) Lessee responsible of substantial costs of construction
d) Parties concerned to protect lessor from financial disadvantage

'Additional costs' construed to mean matters listed exclusively (ie. incurred; or arising from 
construction by lessee)

Royal Botanic 
Gardens and 
Domain Trust v 
South Sydney 
City Council

Construction of 
express terms

Reasonable 
commercial 
construction

Consideration of the parties’ language, surrounding circumstances and commercial purpose or objects 
is facilitated by an understanding of the genesis of the transaction, the background, the context and 
the market the parties are operating in.

Presumed intention to produce a commercial result. A commercial contract is to be construed to 
avoid making commercial non-sense or working commercial inconvenience. Meaning of the terms to 
be determined by what a reasonable businessperson would have understood 

Electricity 
Generation 
Corporation v 
Woodside Energy  

Construction of 
express terms

Reasonable 
commercial 
construction 

Courts favour interpretation that avoids unreasonable or uncommercial consequences; ie. avoid 
consequences that appear capricious, unreasonable, unjust, inconvenient. But cannot rewrite the 
contract. 

ABC v APRA

CONSTRUCTION OF EXPRESS TERMS
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